We biject two combinatorial models for tensor products of (singlecolumn) Kirillov-Reshetikhin crystals of any classical type A − D: the quantum alcove model and the tableau model. This allows us to translate calculations in the former model (of the energy function, the combinatorial R-matrix, etc.) to the latter, which is simpler.
Introduction
Kashiwara's crystals are colored directed graphs encoding the structure of certain bases, called crystal bases, for representations of quantum groups, as the quantum parameter goes to zero [2] . The first author and Postnikov realized the highest weight crystals of symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras in terms of the so-called alcove model [9] . This is a combinatorial model whose objects (indexing the vertices of the crystal graph) are saturated chains in the Bruhat order of the corresponding Weyl group W . Later, the first author and Lubovsky introduced a more general model, called the quantum alcove model, by considering paths in the quantum Bruhat graph on W [6] . It was shown in [8] that the quantum alcove model uniformly describes (tensor products of) single-column Kirillov-Reshetikhin (KR) crystals for all the untwisted affine Lie algebras.
In classical types, there are (type-specific) models for KR crystals based on fillings of Young diagrams [2] . While they are simpler, they have less easily accessible information; so it is generally hard to use them in specific computations: of the energy function (which induces a grading on KR crystals), the combinatorial R-matrix (the unique affine crystal isomorphism interchanging tensor factors), etc. On the other hand, these computations were carried out in the quantum alcove model in [8, 7] , respectively. Thus, our goal is to translate them to the tableau models, via an explicit bijection between the two models.
Such a bijection was realized in types A and C in [5, 6] . In fact, the map from the quantum alcove model to the tableau model is a "forgetful map", while the inverse map is nontrivial. In this paper we extend the previous bijection to types B and D. There are significant complications in constructing the inverse map, which we address by considering a new concept and modifications in the algorithms for types A and C.
Background

Root systems
Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra, and h a Cartan subalgebra. Let Φ ⊂ h * be the corresponding irreducible root system, h * R the real span of the roots, and Φ + ⊂ Φ the set of positive roots. As usual, we denote ρ :
+ be the simple roots, for i in an indexing set I. We denote ·, · the nondegenerate scalar product on h * R induced by the Killing form. Given a root α, we consider the corresponding coroot α ∨ and reflection s α . The weight lattice Λ is generated by the fundamental weights ω i , for i ∈ I, which form the dual basis to the simple coroots. Let Λ + be the set of dominant weights. Let W be the corresponding Weyl group, whose Coxeter generators are denoted, as usual, by s i := s αi . The length function on W is denoted by ℓ(·). The Bruhat order on W is defined by its covers w ⋖ ws α , for ℓ(ws α ) = ℓ(w) + 1, where α ∈ Φ + . Given α ∈ Φ and k ∈ Z, we denote by s α,k the reflection in the affine hyperplane H α,k := {λ ∈ h * R : λ, α ∨ = k}. These reflections generate the affine Weyl group W aff for the dual root system Φ ∨ . The hyperplanes H α,k divide the vector space h * R into open regions, called alcoves. The fundamental alcove is denoted by A • .
The quantum Bruhat graph QBG(W ) on W is defined by adding downward edges, denoted w ⊳ ws α , to the covers of the Bruhat order, i.e., its (labeled) edges are:
Kirillov-Reshetikhin (KR) crystals
Given a simple or an affine Lie algebra g, a g-crystal is a nonempty set B along with maps e i , f i : B → B ∪ {0} for i ∈ I (where 0 / ∈ B) and wt : B → Λ. We require that
The maps e i and f i are called crystal operators, and are represented as arrows b → b ′ = f i (b); thus they endow B with the structure of a colored directed graph. Given two g-crystals B 1 and B 2 , their tensor product B 1 ⊗ B 2 is defined on the Cartesian product of the two sets of vertices by a specific rule [2] . The highest weight crystal B(λ), for λ ∈ Λ + , is a certain crystal with a unique element v λ such that e i (v λ ) = 0, for all i ∈ I, and wt(v λ ) = λ. It encodes the structure of the crystal basis of the irreducible representation with highest weight λ of the quantum group U q (g) as q goes to 0 [2] .
A Kirillov-Reshetikhin (KR) crystal is a finite crystal B r,s for an affine algebra, associated to a rectangle of height r and length s [2] . We now describe the KR crystals B r,1 for type A
n−1 (where r ∈ I := {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}), as well as for types B (1) n , C (1) n , and D (1) n (where r ∈ I := {1, 2, . . . , n}). As a classical crystal (i.e., with arrows f 0 removed), in types A n−1 and C n , we have that B r,1 is isomorphic to the corresponding highest weight crystal B(ω r ). By contrast, in types B n and D n , we have that B r,1 becomes isomorphic to the disjoint union
In classical types, the fundamental crystal B(ω k ) is realized in terms of Kashiwara-Nakashima (KN) columns of height k [2] . These are fillings of the column with entries {1 < 2 < . . . < n} in type A n−1 , and entries {1 < . . . < n < 0 < n < . . . < 1} in types B n , C n , and D n (see the exceptions below), such that the following conditions hold. 1 . The entries are strictly increasing from the top to bottom with the exception that:
(a) the letter 0 only appears in type B n and can be repeated;
(b) the letters n and n in type D n are incomparable, and thus can alternate.
2.
If both letters i and ı appear in the column, while i is in the a-th box from the top and ı is in the b-th box from the bottom, then a + b ≤ i.
The quantum alcove model
Fix a dominant weight λ in a finite root system. The quantum alcove model depends on the choice of a sequence of positive roots Γ :
. This encodes a shortest sequence of pairwise adjacent alcoves connecting the fundamental alcove A • to A • − λ; on another hand, the latter sequence corresponds to a reduced decomposition of the unique affine Weyl group element sending A • to A • −λ. Any choice of such a reduced decomposition (or, equivalenly, of a mentioned alcove path) is allowed. Let r i := s βi .
is an admissible subset (of folding positions) if we have the following path in QBG(W ):
Let A(λ) = A(Γ) be the collection of all admissible subsets. 3 The bijection in types A n−1 and C n
The quantum alcove model and filling map in type
We start with the basic facts about the root system for type A n−1 . We can identify the space h * R with the quotient V := R n /R(1, . . . , 1), where R(1, . . . , 1) denotes the subspace in R n spanned by the vector (1, . . . , 1). Let ε 1 , . . . , ε n ∈ V be the images of the coordinate vectors in R n . The root system is Φ = {α ij :
having at most n − 1 parts. Note that ρ = (n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 0). Considering the Young diagram of the dominant weight λ as a concatenation of columns, whose heights are λ
′ is the conjugate partition to λ). The Weyl group W is the symmetric group S n , which acts on V by permuting the coordinates ε 1 , . . . ε n . Permutations w ∈ S n are written in one-line notation w = w(1) . . . w(n). For simplicity, we use the same notation (i, j), with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, for the positive root α ij and the reflection s αij , which is the transposition t ij of i and j.
We now consider the specialization of the quantum alcove model to type A n−1 . For any k = 1, . . . , n − 1, we have the following ω k -chain, denoted by Γ(k) [5] : 
We define the sorted filling map sfill(J) to be the composition sort • fill(J), where "sort" reorders ascendingly each column of fill(J).
It is convenient to think of this order in terms of the numbers 1, . . . , n arranged on a circle clockwise. We make that convention that, whenever we write a ≺ b ≺ c ≺ . . ., we refer to the circular order ≺=≺ a . Below is a criterion for QBG(W ) in type A n−1 .
Consider J = {1, 2, 3, 5}, cf. the underlined roots, with
We write the permutations in Definition 2.1 as broken columns. Note that J is admissible since, based on Proposition 3.3, we have Theorem 3.5. [5, 6] The map "sfill" is an affine crystal isomorphism between A(λ) and B
The proof of bijectivity is given in [5] by constructing an inverse map. We will now present the algorithm for constructing this map, as the corresponding construction in the other classical types is based on this algorithm. The algorithm for mapping b to a sequence of roots S ⊂ Γ consists of two sub-algorithms, which we call the Reorder algorithm (this reverses the ordering of columns b i back to that of the corresponding column in the "fill" map) and the Greedy algorithm (this provides the corresponding path in the quantum Bruhat graph).
The inverse map in type
The Reorder algorithm (Algorithm 3.6) takes b as input and outputs a filling ord(b) = C, a reordering of the column entries, based on the circle order given in Definition 3.2. The Greedy algorithm (Algorithm 3.8) takes the reordered filling C and outputs a sequence of roots greedy(C) = S ⊂ Γ. Let C 0 be the increasing column filled with 1, 2, . . . , n. . Theorem 3.10. [5] If fill(T ) = C, then the output of the Greedy algorithm C → S is such that S = T . Moreover, the map "greedy • ord ′′ is the inverse of "sfill".
The quantum alcove model and filling map in type C n
We start with the basic facts about the root system for type C n . We can identify the space h * R with V := R n , with coordinate vectors ε 1 , . . . , ε n ∈ V . The root system is Φ = {±ε i ± ε j :
The Weyl group W is the group of signed permutations B n , which acts on V by permuting the coordinates and changing their signs. A signed permutation is a bijection w from [n] := {1 < 2 < . . . < n < n < n − 1 < . . . < 1} to [n] which satisfies w(ı) = w(i). Here, ı is viewed as −i, so that ı = i, and we can define |i| and sign(i) ∈ {±1}, for i ∈ [n]. We will use the so-called window notation w = w (1)w(2) . . . w(n). For simplicity, given 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we denote by (i, j) and (i, ) the roots ε i −ε j and ε i +ε j , respectively; the corresponding reflections, denoted in the same way, are identified with the composition of transpositions t ij t ı and t i t jı , respectively. Finally, we denote by (i, ı) the root 2ε i and the corresponding reflection, identified with the transposition t iı .
We now consider the specialization of the quantum alcove model to type C n . For any k = 1, . . . , n, we have the following (split) ω k -chain, denoted by Γ l (k)Γ r (k) [5] , where:
We refer to the four rows above in Γ ki as stages I, II, III, and IV respectively. We can construct a λ-chain as a concatenation Γ := Γ The algorithm for mapping b ′ to a sequence of roots S ⊂ Γ is similar to the type A n−1 one. The Reorder algorithm "ord" for type C n is the obvious extension from type A n−1 . The Greedy algorithm "greedy" is also similar to its type A n−1 counterpart, but merits discussion. Recall that an ω k -chain in type C n factors as Γ l (k)Γ r (k). While the Greedy algorithm parses through Γ l (k), it outputs a chain from the previous right column to the current left column reordered. While the Greedy algorithm parses through Γ r (k), it outputs a chain between the current left and right columns, both reordered.
Theorem 3.15. [5] The map "greedy • ord • split" is the inverse of the type C n "sfill" map. 4 The bijection in types B n and D n We now move to the main content of this paper: extending the work done in types A n−1 and C n to both types B n and D n . The filling map naturally extends to all classical types, however the corresponding inverse maps become more interesting as we progress to type B n , and further still with type D n . The changes in the inverse maps are direct consequences of differences between the corresponding structure of the KN columns, as well as differences in the quantum Bruhat graphs.
The type B n Kirillov-Reshetikhin crystals
Recall from Section 2.2 that B r,1 , as a classical type crystal, is isomorphic to the crystal B(ω r ) ⊔ B(ω r−2 ) ⊔ B(ω r−4 ) ⊔ . . . where, as before, the elements of the set B(ω k ) are given by KN columns of height k. This presents the following two issues. 1 . As in type C n , the KN columns in type B n are allowed to contain both i and ı values; they may also contain the value 0. This is addressed in the type B n splitting algorithm "split B" (see [4] ) by adding the 0 values in the column to the set I, and then by proceeding as in type C n (see Definition 3.14).
B
k,1 contains columns of height less than k, so we need to extend them to full height k, such that the transpositions of the corresponding Γ l (k)Γ r (k), very similar to (1), may be correctly applied. The respective algorithm "extend" is given below. [1] Given a split column (lC, rC) of length 1 ≤ r < n and r ≤ k < n, append {ı 1 < . . . < ı r−k } to lC and {i 1 < . . . < i r−k } to rC, where i 1 is the minimal value in [n] such that i 1 , ı 1 / ∈ lC, rC, and i t for 2 ≤ t ≤ r − k is minimum value in [n] such that i t , ı t / ∈ lC, rC and i t > i t−1 . Sort the extended columns increasingly. Let ( lC, rC) be the extended split column.
The type B n inverse map
The main new issue in type B n , due to the deviation from Proposition 3.11, is the loss of the ability to change negative to positive entries with the stage II roots, (i, ı), but gaining the ability to change negative to positive entries with the stage IV roots, (i, ). At first glance, this does not seem to hinder the greedy algorithm in Section 3.4: if such a sign change is necessary, it is merely postponed. However, while the (i, ı) root only changes the sign in position i, the (i, ) root changes the sign in position j as well. The subtle difference in the quantum Bruhat criterion makes both the reorder rule and greedy algorithm from type C n fail in type B n . We discuss two modifications to these algorithms, which depend on the following pattern avoidance in two adjacent columns. The "mod greedy" algorithm (Algorithm 4.6) takes the mod-reordered, extended, split filling C = C 1 . . . C 2λ1 given by Algorithm 4.4, and outputs a sequence of roots mod greedy(C) = S ⊂ Γ. We define C 0 to be the increasing column filled with 1, 2, . . . , n.
type D n splitting algorithm "split D" begins by converting all (n, n) pairs in a given column to 0 values, and then it continues as in type B n [4] . There is still need for the extending algorithm, and we use the same one as in type B n ("extend"). The quantum Bruhat graph criterion in type D n differs from type B n in that we no longer have any arrows of the form (i, ı), but in return we have less restriction concerning arrows of the form (i, ). This change requires further modifications to the greedy and reordering algorithms, based on the following "type D n blocked off" condition. Definition 4. 9 . We say that columns C = (l 1 , l 2 , ..., l k ) and C ′ = (r 1 , r 2 , ..., r k ) are type D n blocked off at i by b = r i if and only if C and C ′ are blocked off at i by b = r i , or the following hold:
